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Thanks for hosting the webinar the other day. As a shipper, a couple of coe -,r•J Ili:all thought it would be

an easy means to reduce values below those commonly achieved by analysis labs-ahd-tha~t1 isollthe case. I agree that
licencees who use the sensitivity logic of 0.02xWaste Class table is too high, but there are no easy answers to reducing
actual LLD values. Couple thoughts to file away as you see fit. My primary concern is that a solution be cost effective,
technically simple to implement quickly and many times/yr, and clear guidance to minimize conflicts and NRC violations.

Using Tc-99 as an example. Our vendor performs chemical separations to try to yield the best collection of Tc-99 and
not other nuclides. If you take the background count rate above and below the "window" for Tc-99 for the liquid
scintillation counter, this is what is driving your LLD. We already use extended count times, but with the long half-life of
Tc-99 and bkg, you can only do so well.

My utility used standard scaling factors for Tc-99 and 1-129 calculated by Gene Vance for several years and then we had
the NRC ask how do you know they are still valid if you can never measure them. This drove us to using the LLD values
from the analysis vendor. You cannot put a shipper in a position to try to calculate some value less that the LLD
provided by an analysis vendor. They follow the MARLAP methodologies and it would be inappropriate for a shipper to
try to alter that process by some other mathematical means.

Even with the Gene Vance program for calculating how much Tc-99 and 1-129 should be floating around in RCS, that
doesn't account for the collection efficiencies of actual resins or variances in that collection efficiency.

It is also understood that shipping software will scale the LLD up or down based upon the level of Co-60 in the individual
resin liners. We'll get the Tc-99 LLD and Co-60 content in the annual 10CFR61 sample and an actual resin sample for
each resin container. This scaling process, much like the analysis abilities of the vendors, is not within the control of the
shipper.

The shipper does not have the tools or authorization to over-ride LLDs from vendors or how shipping software handles
LLD values. The solutions we both desire would be found with the NRC, analysis vendors, shipping software vendors,
and shippers on the site to ensure a proposed solution is not too complex to implement consistently.

You can't put the shipper in the spot to require mass spectrometry for every resin liner or create some mathematical
process to calc values less than MARLAP methodologies. Shippers need practical, cost-effective solutions that can be
implemented many times each year with minimal complexity. We as shippers want to do a good job and avoid
violations, so simplicity and concrete guidance is needed for our common interest. Categorically, the shipper is not
authorized to over-ride the LLD from the analysis lab and how the shipping software may scale the LLD. When it comes
time to see the final LLD on the NRC 541 form, there is nothing the shipper can do to alter that value. If I were an NRC
Inspector, I would consider that a violation for improperly changing a value...

The industry greatly appreciates the efforts to update the BTP for concentration averaging and increasing clarity on
blending. In this case, we can't put the end shipper completing the manifest to try to develop some value less than
industry methodologies would produce. If we're not careful, we'll create a new type of violation that will occur at an
alarming frequency. When I listened to the other stakeholders, I hear how they think this is no big deal and the only
reason they're unhappy is because the shippers are lazy and don't want to try to provide low LLD values. I assure you,
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there are many who work very diligently with analysis vendors to get the lowest possible LLD values. I'm sure analysis
vendors would convey a similar message about clients that want infinite count times to get lower LLDs.

Perhaps you have the shipper's continue to use the best LLDs they can get and then do some form of alternate approach
at the couple burial sites? In the end, there is no clean method to lower current LLD values or have shippers calculate
some theoretical value which might change.

I'm happy to be part of the solution, but this is really so much more than a policy decision. I know you understand the
issues very well and my musings are probably echoed by other shipper licensees. Keep up the good work.

Sincerely,

Glen Vickers
Exelon Corp RP Technical Lead, CHP
815-216-2723 (work/cell)
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